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Figure 1: The AirTied device (right) fabricates large truss structures in fully automated fashion, such as this 6 m tower designed 
to hold a WIFI beacon. 

ABSTRACT 
We present AirTied, a device that fabricates truss structures in a 
fully automatic fashion. AirTied achieves this by unrolling a 20cm-
wide infatable plastic tube and tying nodes into it. AirTied creates 
nodes by holding onto a segment of tube, stacking additional tube 
segments on top of it, tying them up, and releasing the result. The 
resulting structures are material-efcient and light as well as sturdy, 
as we demonstrate by creating a 6m-tower. Unlike the prior art, 
AirTied requires no scafolding and no building blocks, bringing 
automated truss construction into the reach of personal fabrication. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
For several decades, researchers in architecture have been exploring 
techniques for creating truss structures [7]. The interest in trusses 
stems from the fact that they allow producing large and sturdy, 
yet material-efcient structures. Trusses achieve this by breaking 
large volumes down into triangular sub-structures made from edges 
and nodes, and thus, are used for bridges, concert halls or space 
exploration, among many other examples [10]. 

More recent research explores how to create truss structures 
automatically, either by automatically stacking pre-made building 
blocks (Doggett et al. [9], BILL-E [15], Material-Robot-System [16]) 
or by setting up large scafolded volumes and then spanning and 
intertwining edges from top to bottom (e.g., Aerial Construction [2], 
Spatial Winding [11]). 

Today, with researchers in HCI exploring truss construction 
from a personal fabrication perspective (e.g., TrussFab [23]), the 
question arises whether automatic truss construction might be 
possible without the comparably complex resources commonly 
used in architecture, i.e., without pre-made building blocks and 
without scafolded spaces. 

In this paper, we thus explore how to automatically fabricate 
truss structures “from scratch”. We are building on research in 
infatables [40], in particular, infatable structures based on creasing 
and folding long tubes, such as Aeromorph [32] and Printfatables 
[37]. 
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We present AirTied, a device that fabricates truss structures in a 
fully automated fashion. AirTied achieves this by unrolling a 20cm-
wide infatable plastic tube and tying nodes into it. AirTied creates 
nodes by holding onto a segment of tube, stacking additional tube 
segments on top of it, tying them up, and releasing the result. This 
allows automated truss construction “from scratch”, i.e., without 
pre-made truss building blocks and without a scafolded volume, 
afording a device smaller than its artifacts. At the same time, the 
resulting truss structures allow creating much larger structures 
than the prior art in infatables, as we demonstrate by creating a 
6m tower (Figure 1). 

2 CONTRIBUTION, BENEFITS, AND 
LIMITATIONS 

Our main contribution is a mechanism that creates nodes by holding 
onto a tube segment, stacking additional tube segments on top of 
it, tying them up, and releasing the result. We have implemented 
this design in the form of the AirTied device shown in Figure 1. It 
produces fully assembled large-scale truss structures 

We furthermore present an algorithm that accepts 3D truss de-
signs as input and generates the series of instructions required for 
AirTied (or a human) to fabricate it. We also present an editor (based 
on TrussFab [23]) that allows users to generate AirTied structures 
interactively. Finally, we validate the concept and the device by 
producing several infatable truss structures. 

AirTied structures are very material efcient, as (1) truss struc-
tures are inherently hollow and (2) each infated member itself 
is also hollow. Furthermore, AirTied creates trusses in a non-
destructive way, which allows users to re-use material by removing 
ties, rolling up the tube, and re-inserting it into the AirTied device. 

Limitations: The current prototype (1) still requires users to 
attach air inlets manually, (2) cannot fabricate edges shorter than 
∼50cm, as they need to be long enough to reach across the device, 
(3) cannot hold more than fve nodes at a time, while models with 
large cross sections can require more, (4) ofers a 97 % per-operation 
success rate (edges require one operation, nodes two; see Technical 
Evaluation) and (5) cannot reliably fabricate nodes connecting more 
than eight edges. 

3 RELATED WORK 
This work builds on research on truss structures, infatables, and 
construction using textile processes. 

3.1 Trusses 
Truss structures form rigid frameworks from an assembly of beams. 
They are ubiquitous in architecture and construction and used for 
e.g., concert halls, airport roof constructions, bridges, pylons, and 
towers. While, traditionally, these structures have been constructed 
manually by artisans, systems of pre-made components have com-
moditized construction (e.g., Mero [27]). 

To access the full design space, architects and researchers turn 
to 3D printing for bespoke connection nodes that are not subject 
to the geometric restrictions faced by previous systems (Digital 
Bamboo [22], Redefning Polyhedral Space [21]). 

More recent systems empower novice users and allow them to 
model and fabricate truss structures, albeit still requiring manual 

assembly, e.g., TrussFab [23], Strawctures [53], StrutModeling [24], 
computational truss generator [1]. 

We build on these design tools and borrow the idea from Flex-
Truss [42] to fabricate trusses from continuous 1D flament to enable 
automatic fabrication of trusses. 

3.2 Infatables 
Since the 1960s, architects have used modern plastics to create light 
and material-efcient structures [12]. 

The advent of digital fabrication machines and advanced design 
software has given designers additional control over the shape 
of infatables. Systems that demonstrate this are, e.g., Plushie [28], 
Designing Infatables [32], Poimo [31], BalloonFab [51], Single-Stroke-
Structures [19], Knitfatables [3], and KnitCandela [34]. The latter 
builds permanent concrete structures using digitally fabricated 
infatables as formwork. 

Recently, researchers have started to explore infatables for soft 
robots (e.g., vine robots [36], octahedron robots [48]) and shape-
changing interfaces (e.g., PneUI [52], TilePop [45], LiftTile [43], 
PneuSeries [5], Roomscale Pneumatic Structures [44]). More specif-
cally, infatable trusses have been used for commercial tents [14], 
lightweight pavilions [6], deployable satellites [17], and artistic 
installations [26]. 

3.3 Automatic Fabrication of Infatables 
To automate the fabrication pipeline for infatables, Aeromorph [32] 
uses a CNC-controlled welding device to create software-defned 
air chambers between the two sheets. Infation causes the material 
sheet to bend selectively. 

Printfatables [37] and Refatables [30] add a continuous material 
feed and the capability to form “mountain folds” for articulating 
bends. 

AirTied builds on these projects and adds the ability to produce 
trusses, which it achieves by holding onto material segments and 
tying them together, thereby forming nodes. 

3.4 Automatic Fabrication using Pre-Made 
Scafolding 

A number of research projects tackle automatic fabrication in three 
steps: (1) set up scafolding, (2) Span edges between parts of the 
scafolding and connect them with each other, and (3) remove scaf-
folding. 

The project Aerial Construction [2], e.g., demonstrated how to 
construct a suspension bridge using drones that carry and unroll 
yarn robotically. 

Reichert et al. [35] pioneered the idea of robotically producing 
architectural structures from a single thread of yarn. A robotic arm 
spins an epoxy-soaked carbon fber yarn around a steel frame. An 
operator removes the steel frame and lets the epoxy cure, resulting 
in a rigid structure. 

Kayser et al. [20] and Beyer [4] fabricated columns without a 
fxed steel frame: Their robot designs double as a temporary frame 
for section under fabrication at the moment. 

The Spatial Winding System [11] and Spatial Lacing Robot Concept 
[47] are robotic systems that use a steel frame encompassing the 
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Figure 2: (a) Users set of the fabrication process with their design: The AirTied device starts by (b) unrolling and (c) bookmarking 
the frst segment of tube using a bookmarking slot. (d) It repeats this for other segments on diferent bookmarking slots. (e) To 
form a connection, the AirTied device inserts a second segment on top of the existing one, (f) ties both together, (g) and ejects 
the completed node. (h) Once AirTied completes the last node, (i) users infate the structure. 

artifact. They use mobile robots, or an industrial robot arm / gantry 
combination to route an epoxy-soaked thread in 3D space. 

One alternative to scafolding is to produce truss members using 
very large robot arms that essentially act as very large 3D printer 
(metal 3D printing trusses [18]). 

While the scafold-based approach is very common in architec-
ture, one would arguably want to see the scafolding (or robot arm) 
to be set up (and removed) automatically as well. AirTied overcomes 
this by creating truss structures without scafolding. 

3.5 Automatic Assembly from Pre-Made Truss 
Components 

Doggett et al. [9] assemble pre-made components using a stationary 
industrial robot arm. In this work, the robot arm picks up node and 
edge components from a magazine and clips them together on a 
turntable platform. Leung et al. [25] applied robotic assembly to 
pre-made wooden beams with lap joints. 

BILL-E [15] and the Material-Robot-System [16] use two-legged 
mobile robots that can pick up a pre-made truss voxel—8 x 8 x 8 cm— 
from a magazine, “climb” the structure with it and place it in its 
designated position. This afords structures larger than the size of 
the original robot. 

In contrast, AirTied constructs trusses from a generic material, 
i.e., a tube, thereby constructing its trusses end-to-end. This also 
allows AirTied to produce trusses with a variety of diferent edge 
lengths, graph structures, and angles. 

4 THE AIRTIED SYSTEM 
In the following, we give an overview of how AirTied fabricates 
truss structures from a single tube. 

4.1 Walkthrough 
As illustrated by Figure 2a, users start by modelling a truss struc-
ture using our custom editor. Its exporter converts the model into 
executable instructions and sends them to the AirTied device. 
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(b) In order to fabricate the structure, AirTied device starts by 
unrolling some tube. (c) AirTied pushes the frst tube segment into 
a physical bracket, which we will refer to as a bookmarking slot 
since it marks the start of a segment. (d) AirTied now unrolls more 
tube and holds on to it using a second bookmarking slot. AirTied 
continues this process and flls another two bookmarking slots 
(the double tetrahedron requires a minimum of three bookmarking 
slots). (e) When AirTied re-encounters the second node bookmarked 
earlier, AirTied inserts the tube again into the second bookmarking 
slot, forming a second layer, (f) wraps a wire-tie around both tube 
layers, and (g) ejects the completed node from the bookmarking slot. 
After similarly constructing the remaining fve nodes, the AirTied 
system ejects the last node, completing the model. (h) The user now 
cuts of the tube, attaches a compressor using a hose clamp, sealing 
of the tube (as shown in Figure 8), and (i) infates the structure. 

The supplemental video, available on the DOI-URL of this paper, 
shows the process on the AirTied device. 

4.2 The Bookmarking, Tying, and Ejecting 
Mechanism 

Figure 3 shows the AirTied device. Its central element is a mecha-
nism that allows it to “bookmark” and tie tube segments. 

AirTied achieves this with the help of two major functional 
groups. We reveal them by removing the tube unroller, i.e., two 
actuated rubber rollers that the spool rests on. (b) Group 1: A set 
of (here, fve) bookmarking slots are organized in a rotationally 
symmetric arrangement around the perimeter of the device. Each 
slot features a lock, i.e., a small servo-actuated lever that allows 
fxating the tube in the slot. (c) Group 2: The rotary mechanism 
rotates the components located at the center of the device, i.e., the 
tube unroller, the tube pusher, and the wire tie gun. 

Figure 3: (a) The AirTied device with (b) multiple (here fve) 
bookmarking slots for holding and tying material and (c) 
2DOF rotary gantry to position the tube pusher and wire tie 
gun. 

Figure 4 shows the bookmarking mechanism in use: (a) The 
tube pusher slides outwards to align the tube with the orbit of the 
bookmarking slot. (b) The device then rotates the tube into the 
bookmarking slot, retracts the pusher, and (c) the slot locks the 
tube in place by actuating its lock. Finally, it retracts the pusher to 
(d) unrolls the next tube segment. Since the lock holds the tube in 
place as it unrolls, the tube folds over the slot. 

Figure 4: The device bookmarks a tube segment by (a-b) in-
serting it into a bookmarking slot, (c) locking, (d) and un-
rolling. 

Figure 5 shows how AirTied brings together a second piece of 
tube to form a node. It does so by (a) inserting the second layer of 
tube into a bookmarking slot: (b) Since the tube pusher is mounted 
slightly above the slot, it can push the tube over the existing tube 
material on the slot. After (c) actuating the lock and unrolling 
the next piece of tube, two layers of tube are now on the same 
bookmarking slot on top of each other, prepared for tying. The 
device can add more layers for larger nodes in the same fashion. 

Figure 5: The device (a-b) inserts new material on top of the 
existing material and (c) unrolls to prepare tying multiple 
segments together. 

Figure 6, fnally, illustrates how AirTied completes a node: 
(a) When all intended layers of tube have been collected in a book-
marking slot, the device places the wire tie gun next to the slot. (b) It 
rotates the wire tie gun clockwise to funnel all layers in the book-
marking slot into the wire tie gun’s “mouth”. Finally, it (c) triggers 
the wire tie gun, which wraps a metal wire tie around all material 
contained in its mouth. (d) The device now rotates counterclockwise 
to eject the completed node. 
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Figure 6: The AirTied device ties and ejects a node by (a) 
positioning the tying gun, (b) then squishing the material 
into the end efector to (c) wrap the wire around it. (d) Finally, 
the device ejects material from the slot using the back of the 
wire tying gun. 

During usage, users suspend AirTied. As illustrated by Figure 
7, this allows the tube material to drop and accumulate under the 
device. While not in use, AirTied can be carried, as shown in Figure 
1 (60 x 60 x 50 cm, 14.0 kg). 

Figure 8: To install the air inlet, the user (a) inserts it into 
the tube, (b) wraps the tube around, (c) secures it with a hose 
clamp. 

4.4 System Components 
To help readers reproduce the device, Figure 9 summarizes AirTied’s 
hardware design. The device uses conventional stepper motors for 
the rotary (Stepperonline 23HS22-1504S) and linear motion of the 
platform and for unrolling the tube (Stepperonline 17HS15-1504S1). 
The tying gun F-Binder 350 from Hana Corporation [13] is used to 
form nodes. Standard RC servos are used to trigger the tying gun 
(BMS-620MG) as well as to hold the tube in the bookmarking slots 
(MG90S). The following components, designed to aid with material 
control, are made from bent aluminum: The retainer ensures that 
material unrolls downwards, the clamping springs fxate the ma-
terial on the tube pusher for easing bookmarking, and the kicker 
guides around previous layers on the bookmarking slot using an 
actuated rod. 

Figure 7: During use, we suspend the device to provide space 
for the dropping tube. 

4.3 Infating 
Once fabricated, users infate the truss using a compressor. To 
enable this, users insert an air inlet to either end of the tube, as 
shown in Figure 8. The inlet connects on one side to the fabric tube 
and on the other side to standard 6mm pneumatic tubes. Adding a 
check valve on the pneumatic tube leading to the compressor allows 
users to disconnect it again without releasing the air. Infating 
very large structures, such as the tower from Figure 1, requires an 
additional inlet in the middle of the tube. 

Figure 9: Exploded view drawing of the mechanical design, 
bookmarking slots removed for visual clarity. 

AirTied is driven using an Arduino Uno with a custom version 
of the GRBL CNC control frmware [39]. GRBL is responsible for 
interpreting G-Code commands from a controlling PC over a USB 
serial connection, planning the motion paths, and forwarding ap-
propriate control signals to the stepper drivers. We extend GRBL 
to enable servo motor support over a dedicated driver board and 
expose homing functionality as a G-Code command. The latter en-
ables homing of the two axes during operation using limit switches, 
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as step loss can occur while tying. For streaming G-Code to the 
device, we use the Universal G-Code Sender-package [50]. 

The yellow tube material is a woven nylon fabric with a thermo-
plastic polyurethane (TPU) coating. The coating serves both as the 
sealant layer for the woven fabric, as well as the bonding layer for 
welding. (210 den, TPU-coated one side, 275g/sqm). The 20 cm wide 
tube weighs 110g per meter. Other materials with similar friction 
and stifness properties, such as polyethylene (PE), are also suitable. 

While many tube materials are ready for use, this specifc one 
comes in the form of 150cm-wide sheets. To turn it into a tube, we 
score the fabric in 20cm intervals at the beginning of the roll and rip 
it into seven strips. As we are working with a woven fabric, ripping 
produces perfectly straight edges along the full length of the strips. 
We then layer strips pairwise on top of each other—coated side on 
coated side—and weld them along both edges with a heat sealer 
(airCano device [38]). 

For the valves, we use standard 6mm pneumatic tubing and 
IQSDRV60 throttle check valves. We use an Airpress HL 360 50 
compact compressor. 

5 INTERACTIVE EDITING FOR AIRTIED 
Our interactive editor, shown in Figure 10, allows novice users to 
design structures for AirTied. We build the editor based on the 
TrussFab editor [23], which in turn builds on the general-purpose 
3D authoring tool SketchUp [46]. 

Figure 10: AirTied editor application to design structures and 
real-time preview fabrication parameters such as tube length, 
cost, and remaining bookmarking slots. 

Figure 11 shows a user modeling a 5m “Loch Ness” monster for 
an outdoor waterpark. (a) The user selects the octa tool and feshes 
out the rough shape of the monster by attaching octahedron onto 
octahedron. (b) Next, the user picks the tetrahedron tool, but when 
the user (c) tries to use it to attach wings to the monster, the system 
responds with an error (by turning the clicked triangle surface red), 
indicating that this addition would requires more bookmarking slot 
than currently confgured (see Section “The Algorithm”). The user 
could upgrade to a device with more bookmarking slots and update 
the editor’s settings accordingly. Here, however, the user decides 

to instead focus on the monster’s mouth by adding two tetrahedra 
here and (e) adjusts the head’s pose using the shrink edge tool. 

(f) Finally, the user clicks export. Our system responds by dis-
playing estimates for time, length of required material, and cost. 
It then automatically converts the model into instructions for an 
AirTied device, as we describe in the following. 

Figure 11: Constructing a water park monster for AirTied 

6 THE ALGORITHM 
The AirTied exporter converts AirTied models into instructions for 
an AirTied device. 

The AirTied exporter accepts as input Wavefront OBJ from a 
standard 3D modelling tool and JSON models from the AirTied 
editor. Both formats encode models as a list of edges corresponding 
to adjacent nodes and a list of nodes described by coordinates. Node 
coordinates implicitly contain topology information, i.e., how long 
every edge is and how edges are oriented with respect to each 
other in space. The AirTied exporter uses this information to verify 
that the generated fabrication instructions will produce the correct 
topology. 

Based on this input, computation takes place in three main steps: 
(1) The AirTied exporter generates a continuous path for the tube 
that visits every edge of the graph at least once, while minimizing 
the number of bookmarking slots, (2) the AirTied exporter maps 
every node in the graph to a bookmarking slot, and fnally, (3) the 
exporter generates the machine instructions (G-Code) to drive the 
AirTied device. 

6.1 Step 1: Generating the Path while 
Minimizing the Number of Required 
Bookmarking Slots 

In this frst step, the AirTied exporter generates a continuous path 
through the graph that traverses each edge. This represents the 
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order in which the device unrolls and ties the tubes. A continuous 
path ensures that the model will be created in a single go. 

Our algorithm builds on Fleury’s algorithm, which is a method 
that fnds a continuous path that traverses each edge of a graph 
exactly once (aka. the Eulerian path) [49]. Fleury’s algorithm works 
by traversing the graph along edges not yet visited that do not 
disconnect the graph. 

However, the majority of AirTied models do not have an Eulerian 
path. As illustrated by Figure 12, our algorithm resolves this by 
introducing double edges for graphs that do not have an Eulerian 
path. 

Figure 12: (a) While the unmodifed Fleury’s algorithm would 
run into a dead-end on graphs without an Eulerian path, 
(b) AirTied exporter greedily doubles edges in these situa-
tions. 

To enable complex models on AirTied devices with small num-
bers of bookmarking slots, the AirTied exporter now optimizes its 
path so to minimize the number of required bookmarking slots. Our 
algorithm, for example, allows fabricating the 13-node tower model 
from Figure 1 on AirTied devices with 4 or more bookmarking slots. 

Our algorithm minimizes the number of bookmarking slots in 
concurrent use by completing and ejecting nodes whenever possible 
to allow reuse of the bookmarking slot, as illustrated by Figure 13. 
Our algorithm accomplishes this by focusing its traversal of the 
graph on nodes that are already “in progress”. It does so by running 
a breadth-frst-search at every node during the path generation, 
thereby prioritizing edges that lead to the closest “in progress” node. 

Figure 13: Finishing the node on the left before starting the 
node on the right saves one slot. 

The algorithm employs a second heuristic to minimize slot usage 
by deliberately picking a starting point for the path: Models with a 
high width-to-height ratio, such as the tower from Figure 1, beneft 
from picking a starting point at the top or the bottom of the model. 
This avoids paths that revisit sections of the model that are only 
partially fabricated. The algorithm accomplishes this by computing 

all distances between nodes using the Floyd-Warshall Algorithm [8] 
and picking one of the nodes furthest apart as a starting node. 

6.2 Step 2: Mapping Nodes to Bookmarking 
Slots while Avoiding Tangling 

The AirTied exporter now maps nodes to bookmarking slots on 
the machine. Figure 14 shows why proper node to slot mapping 
is essential, as the same path can either be mapped to (a) a valid 
topology or (b) a topology subject to tangling. 

Figure 14: (a) Our algorithm maps nodes to bookmarking 
slots to avoid (b) tangling. 

Our algorithm starts by creating a naïve node-to-slot-mapping. 
Starting with a default state in which nodes have not yet been 
mapped to bookmarking slots, the algorithm traverses the path 
and maps new nodes to free slots as it encounters them (e.g., node 
A→ slot 1, node B → slot 2, etc.). When it completes a node, i.e., 
encounters a node for the last time, it reuses the slot for new up-
coming nodes. Once it has traversed the entire path, every node 
has a corresponding slot, and the mapping is complete. 

Next, our algorithm exporter then detects tangling. It does so by 
anticipating the topology that the current mapping will produce 
during fabrication: as illustrated by the upper row of Figure 14, 
the algorithm “simulates” fabrication by constructing a line along 
the generated path, passing through the locations of the respective 
bookmarking slots. The algorithm now compares whether the users’ 
design and the simulated result have the same Yamada Polynomial 
[29] (Python implementation [33]). The Yamada Polynomial is the 
same if both are topologically equivalent, i.e., the fabrication result 
can be transformed into the target model without cuts. 

If Yamada Polynomials difer our algorithm has detected tangling. 
It resolves it by generating a new mapping that maps nodes to other 
slots and rechecks for tangling until it fnds a valid mapping. 
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Figure 15: Water polo scene fabricated using AirTied 

6.3 Step 3: Generating G-Code 
Finally, our algorithm converts the output of the previous step into 
the G-Code to drive the AirTied device. It accomplishes this by 
traversing the path and creating bookmark and unroll statement for 
every node along the path, followed by a tie and eject statement, in 
case the respective node occurs for the last time in the sequence. 
It maps these instructions to G-Code using parametrizable string 
templates for each operation and streams the resulting G-Code fle 
to the AirTied device. 

6.4 Computation Complexity 
The computational complexity of the path generation step of our 
algorithm is O(n2), where n is the number of edges in the model. 
This complexity can be broken down as follows: Floyd-Warshall 
runs in O(n2). The algorithm then traverses the path in O(n) and 
runs in every traversal step a graph disconnection check (O(n)) and 
a breadth-frst search (O(n)). This generally allows us to run our 
algorithm in real-time and thus interact with users at interactive 
rates, e.g., to provide warnings during editing (Figure 11c). 

For detecting tangling there is, however, no known polynomial 
runtime algorithm to validate the topology of a generated truss 
structure against the users’ model. While computing the Yamada 
Polynomial has exponential runtime complexity, our demo models 
containing only 6-13 nodes can be checked in less than 2 minutes 
on a 2018 ThinkPad X1 laptop. 

For larger models, the linking invariant approach described by 
Spinos et al. [41] can be used as an alternative to the Yamada Poly-
nomial for comparing spatial graph topologies. While it does not 
provide the same knot-theoretic guarantees, it works well in prac-
tice and is signifcantly faster. 

7 TECHNICAL EVALUATION 
To evaluate the functionality of the system, we fabricated fve mod-
els of varying complexity, tube length, scale, and bookmarking 
slot requirements, i.e., the three models from the water polo scene 

shown in Figure 15 and the tower shown in Figure 1. AirTied fabri-
cated all models in 15-33min with an additional 1-7min for infating 
the model, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Overview of fabrication results 

slots fabricate infate 

double tetrahedron 2.0 x 3.0 x 2.0 m, 3 15min 40s 
5 nodes, 9 edges, 14m tube (1.5kg) 
octahedron 1.7 x 1.4 x 1.3 m, 6 nodes, 5 18min 50s 
12 edges, 12m tube (1.3kg) 
water polo goal 1.0 x 2.4 x 0.7m, 8 
nodes, 16 edges, 10m tube (1.1kg) 

4 23min 2min 

water lounge chair 1.2 x 1.5 x 0.9m, 
12 nodes, 30 edges, 25m tube (2.8kg) 

5 32min 3min 

tower 2.7 x 2.4 x 6m, 13 nodes, 4 33min 7min 
33 edges, 60m tube (6.6kg) 

To test reliability, we furthermore produced 10 double tetrahe-
drons (19 operations each), resulting in 97% reliability per operation 
(i.e., bookmarking, tying, or ejecting). 

Truss members of 1m length and 0.25bar of pressure exhibit a 
critical compression load of 0.34kN before buckling (as tested in a 
load test), and a tension load of 7.20kN (according to the material 
spec) before failing. 

8 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we presented AirTied, a personal fabrication device 
that produces truss structures in fully automatic fashion. The main 
engineering contribution is our mechanism that creates nodes by 
holding onto a segment of tube, stacking additional tube segments 
on top of it, tying them up, and releasing the result. AirTied achieves 
this without scafolding and without pre-made building blocks, 
thereby bringing truss fabrication into the reach of personal fabri-
cation. 

As future work, we are planning to explore ways of increasing 
the load-bearing capabilities of structures generated using AirTied. 
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